Kerelian
TOS era and beyond
A race of humanoids from the Keral Cias system in the Beta quadrant, with
extremely advanced vocal & auditory abilities. They have significantly larger
ears & have a greater range of skin tones & eye colors. The average male &
female are 3-6 cm taller than humans. Hairstyles & facial hair vary. They have
an average life expectancy of 134 years. Also, unique to their species, they
can never suffer from degenerative hearing loss. Their brain consists of 4
lobes. The temporal lobe is the largest & most complex. It is responsible for
processing audio information & a large portion, the Euadin, is used solely as a
"back up" memory node for the other lobes. In case of injury to a lobe,
information stored in that area can be retrieved from the it later on
preventing memory loss. They are problem solvers & quick thinkers. They are
not easily distracted & dislike performing small, uninteresting tasks. They are
equally productive when working in a group or as an individual. They have
developed 3 martial arts: Avyan (sport), Blabeta (Sec. forces), Cyluin (deadly).

EXAMPLE VALUE: I may forget a face but never a voice.
Attributes: Control +1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
TRAIT:
To live in a low pressure/oxygen atmosphere they have developed larger
than normal lungs & heart. A mini organ called an Ebra augments
production of red blood cells. They have 2 kidneys & 2 lungs & need both
of each to survive. In the case of disease or injury the body can survive
with one until a new organ regenerates. This process takes 2-4 weeks & in
the interim, a prosthetic is used.
Talents:
Kerelians, or with GM's permission.

Auditory System [Required]
Requirement:
Kerelians have a unique auditory system which minimizes noise &
distortion. The difficulty to surprise or ambush you is increased by 3,
maximum of 5. Any task having an auditory component, you gain 3d20 to
your rolls. You cannot be affected by any auditory attacks.

Voice of the Universe
Requirement:
A Kerelian's voice consists of sounds made by vocal cords, muscles of the
larynx, & the size of the vocal tract. Its frequency ranges from about 10 to
42,000 db, 6x greater than most other humanoids. Your voice is a weapon
(Ranged, 3 CD, Area, Piercing 3, Debilitating). Requires Cyluin MA focus.

Empathy [E2]
Requirement:
Same as Betazoid talent. This represents 15% of the population. Must
have this talent to take focus in Cyluin martial art. You can communicate
telepathically with other empathic or telepathic species.
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